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Statistical decription of random variables

A random variable is fully described by its distribution, which, for all possible
numerical values, describes how large part of the population that have these
values.

A distribution is often described by a histogram or a cumulative distribution.

 Example: Observed stiffness of wood (2700 observations):

histogram histogram
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For mathematical elaborations we need a simpler description of the
distribution. Some typical distribution types have received mathematical
formulations with variants determined by the value of a few parameters. The
most important one is the normal (or Gaussian) distribution, which can be
varied by two parameters, one related to position and one to spread.

 

The wood stiffness example with fitted normal distribution (position:12400,
spread: 2680):

Statistical decription of random variables
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Usually we have only access to a small number of observations and must use
a mathematical model to extrapolate to the whole population. 

Two samples from the wood stiffness population, each with 20 observations
(”true” position:12400, ”true” spread: 2680):

Estimated position 12300
Estimated spread: 2670

Estimated position 13500
Estimated spread: 2120

Statistical decription of random variables
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Measures of Position 

The average value of a sum equals
the sum of the average values

but this is not always true for medians

The median of a transformed variable
equals the transformed median (for
monotone transformations)

but this is not always true for
averages

An alternative measure of position is the 
median

The median is the middle value in the sorted
sample (or the average of the two middle
values when needed)

The average is the most common measure of
position. The average of the whole population 
is called the expected or mean value,     .

μ≈ X̄ n=
X 1+X 2+X 3+...+X n

n
=1

n∑i=1

n

X i

X+Y= X̄+Ȳ

medianX +Y≠median X+medianY

medianX 2=(median X )
2

X 2≠( X̄ )2

μ
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Measures of spread

range

Used in quality methods like 6sigma and
MSA

Not consistent without adjustment

Average deviation from mean value

Intuitively nice

Consistent

Difficult for combinations of random
variables

The square root of the average square
deviations from mean value

Consistent

Additiv, when squared, for the sum of
random variables

Practical for mathematical treatments
Standard deviation

d=X max−X min

Δ= 1
N
∑
i=1

N

∣X i−μ∣

τ=√ 1
N
∑
i=1

N

( X i−μ )
2

X max of 10−X min of 10≠X max of 5−X min of 5
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Standard deviation properties

The standard deviation has the same
unit as the random variable, but for
mathematical derivations we often use
the square of the standard deviation,
the variance.

When the standard deviation is estimated from
observations, a slightly different formula is used:

where n-1 is the number of degrees of freedom
in the estimate.

τ2= 1
N
∑
i=1

N

(X i−μ )
2
,

s=√ 1
n−1
∑
i=1

n

(X i−X )2 ,

where N is the population size.
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The normal distribution

The standard deviation is easily
understood by relating to the normal
distribution

The expected value ± one standard
deviation covers about  68 % of the
distribution.

The expected value ± two standard
deviations covers about 95 % of the
distribution

68 %

2.5 %2.5 %

The sum of many independent random variables tends to the normal distribution.

If only a few independent random variables have similar spread and their
distributions are fairly symmetric then their sum follows the normal distrution
well in its central parts.

The normal distribution has a property that makes it very useful:
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Variance properties

The variance of a sum equals the sum of
variances and their co-variances and scaling
of a random variable gives a quadratic
scaling of the varance.

τ2= 1
N
∑
i=1

N

(X i−μ )
2

Cov [ X ; Y ]=E [( X−μ X ) (Y−μY )]

σ X+Y
2 =σX

2 +σY
2+2⋅Cov [ X ;Y ]

Corr [ X ;Y ]=Cov [ X ;Y ]
σX⋅σY

σcX
2 =c2⋅σX

2

These properties are the basis for
the VMEA methodology for
reliability. 

The variance is the average of all squared
deviations from the expected value.
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The variance is reduced by averaging

The variance of the average of
independent observations equals the
variance for the population divided by
the number of observations. 

τ X
2=
τX

2

n
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Confidence interval

m=m̂±s m̂⋅t0.975, ν

”true value” estimated value

estimated standard deviation

constant for a proper coverage
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d
t(

x,
 5

4
)

The Student-t distribution

95% coverage

Degrees of
freedom

t for 95%
coverage

1 13.0

2 4.3

3 3.2

4 2.8

5 2.6

6-7 2.4

8-9 2.3

10-13 2.2

14-27 2.1

>27 2.0

m=m̂±s m̂⋅t0.975, ν
The number of degrees of freedom
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The double sided interpretation of coverage

 for 95% coverage

t 0.975,ν

 2.5% 2.5%

m=m̂±s m̂⋅t0.975 ,ν

 95%

In spreadsheet sofware the t-value should often be taken as the 5% value. 
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Confidence interval for the mean

m=m̄±s m̄⋅t0.975,9=m̄± s

√10
⋅2.3

”true value” estimated value

estimated standard deviation

constant for 95% coverage

s=√ 1
9∑i=1

10

( X i− X̄ )2
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Confidence interval for a difference

μ1−μ2=m̂±s m̂⋅t 0.975=

s1=√ 1
9
∑
i=1

10

( X i− X̄ )2

s2=√ 1
4
∑
i=1

5

(Y i−Ȳ )2

X−Y±√2.32 s1
2

10
+2.82 s2

2

5
,

If the confidence
interval does not cover
zero, then the
difference is said to be
significant.X−Y0
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Confidence interval for a difference with assumption of equal
spread

μ1−μ2=m̂±s m̂⋅t 0.975,13=

s1=√ 1
9
∑
i=1

10

( X i− X̄ )2 s2=√ 1
4
∑
i=1

5

(Y i−Ȳ )2

X̄−Ȳ±s⋅2.2⋅√ 1
10
+1

5

s=√ 9⋅s1
2+4⋅s2

2

9+4
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Summary

The statistical theory gives the conditions for the validity of
these simple concepts. Such conditions are
 
● independence for summation of variances (go to the sources)
● additivity for random variables (take logs)
● normality for proper coverage factors (avoid tails)
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The Wöhler curve
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Wöhler fit by linear regression
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A straight line 

N=α⋅Δ S−β

ln N=lnα−β⋅lnΔ S ln N i=lnα−β⋅lnΔ S i+εi
back

ε9

ε16
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A statistical model of the Wöhler curve 1

The estimated line is uncertain due to a
limited number of observations

An estimated line

ln N i=lnα−β⋅lnΔ S i+εi

ln N̂ i=ln α̂−β̂⋅lnΔ S i+εi
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The uncertainty can be demonstrated by boot strap technique

The collection of boot strap lines represents a confidence interval for
the line.

A statistical model of the Wöhler curve 2

ln N̂=ln α̂1−β̂1⋅Δ S

ln N̂=ln α̂2−β̂2⋅Δ S

ln N̂=ln α̂M−β̂M⋅Δ S

Demo in R
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We compare with the theoretical confidence interval for the line

A statistical model of the Wöhler curve 3

ln N conf=ln α̂−β̂⋅lnΔ S 0±t p , n−2⋅s⋅√ 1
n
+

(Δ S 0−Δ̄ S )2

∑
1

n

(Δ S 0−Δ̄ S )2

t p
The t-distribution
constant for proper
coverage.

s The residual standard
deviation
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A theoretical prediction interval

A statistical model of the Wöhler curve 4

ln N pred=ln α̂−β̂⋅lnΔ S 0±t p , n−2⋅s⋅√1+1
n
+

(Δ S0−Δ̄ S )2

∑
1

n

(Δ S0−Δ̄ S )2

In each prediction situation two
uncertainties must be considered:

1. The uncertainty in the estimated
line

2. A new random contribution

Demo in R
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Confidence and prediction limits for the demo example

A statistical model of the Wöhler curve 5

ln N pred=ln α̂−β̂⋅lnΔ S 0±2.12⋅s⋅√1+ 1
18
+

(Δ S 0−Δ̄ S )2

∑
1

18

(Δ S 0−Δ̄ S )2
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A comparison between prediction interval and “scatter band”.

A statistical model of the Wöhler curve 6

ln N pred=ln α̂−β̂⋅lnΔ S 0±2.12⋅s⋅√1+ 1
18
+

(Δ S 0−Δ̄ S )2

∑
1

18

(Δ S 0−Δ̄ S )2

ln N pred s
=ln α̂−β̂⋅lnΔ S0±1.96⋅s
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Fewer observations increase uncertainty

n=18 to n=6

A statistical model of the Wöhler curve 7
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A statistical model of the Wöhler curve 8

Here, the scatter band clearly
underestimates the uncertainty

ln N pred=ln α̂−β̂⋅lnΔ S 0±2.78⋅s⋅√1+1
6
+

(Δ S 0−Δ̄ S )2

∑
1

6

(Δ S 0−Δ̄ S )2

ln N pred s
=ln α̂−β̂⋅lnΔ S 0±1.96⋅s
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Linear regression, summary

In log-log scale the Wöhler curve is
approximated by a straight line
within a certain domain of load
ranges. 

The statistical model of a straight
line includes an error term.This
error reflects the variation in
observations and may have various
causes. 

By modelling it as a random
variable, statistical theory can be
used to control the variability, in
particular to find proper lower
prediction limits for reliable design. Sometimes it is convinient to

represent the fatigue properies of a
material or component with only one
number. We define the fatigue
strength.

Run out results may be regarded as
failures which gives conservative
estimates, but can also be included
with the maximum-likelihood
method.
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Fatigue strength

Fatigue 
strength

To characterize a material or a component with one single
number we define the fatigue strength, which is the Wöhler
curve load at the life of two million cycles.
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In accordance with this
definition we can
reformulate the equation for
the Wöhler curve to

We have the usual
formulation in log form: 

Fatigue strength population

N=2⋅106(Δ S
αe )

−β

ln N i=ln (2⋅106)−β (lnΔ S i−lnαe−
εi

β )

lnαe=
lnα−ln (2⋅106)

β

lnN i=ln (2⋅106)−β ( ln ΔS i−lnΔ S e ,i )

εi∈N (0, τ)

Introduce the fatigue strength:
The random error in life in the
ordinary Wöhler curve is thereby
transformed to a random fatigue
strength

lnΔ S e ,i∈N ( lnαe ,τ /β)

where we denote the fatigue
strength for a certain specimen

lnΔ S e ,i=lnαe+
εi

β

ΔS e , i

ΔS e , i

ln N i=lnα−β ( lnΔS i )+εi
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Random fatigue strengths

The test results is then seen as random observations of the
population of fatigue strengths. 

Fatigue 
strength

lnΔ S e ,i∈N (lnαe ,τ /β)

ΔS e , i=ΔS i ( N f ,i

2⋅106 )
1
β
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The FAT value

Fatigue 
strength

The concept of random fatigue strength is adopted by design
standards like Euro Code, where the 5th percentile in the
prediction distribution is defined as the FAT value.

lnΔ S e ,i∈N (lnαe ,τ /β)

FAT
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The RISE fatigue design tool

A free web tool for fatigue
analyses is the RISE fatigue
design tool.

It can at present be found at the
address fatigue.sp.se.

Experimental results are loaded
as text files, and Wöhler curves
with confidence and prediction
intervals are constructed and
illustrated.

Former knowledge can also be
included in the analyses.

The design tool also contains
procedures for endurance limit
estimates and variable amplitude
fatigue, including rain flow
filtering.
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Test design
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Experimental design för the Wöhler curve

Which load levels?

How many load levels?

How many tests?

5e+04 1e+05 2e+05 5e+05 1e+06 2e+06

1
5
0

2
0
0

2
5
0

The answes to these questions are
determined by 

● physical, 
● mathematical, and 
● economic 

considerations.
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Minimize prediction uncertainties

5e+04 1e+05 2e+05 5e+05 1e+06 2e+06

1
5

0
2

0
0

2
5

0

the SP Fatigue Design Tool

We want to minimize the prediction
uncertainty and the number of tests.

Prediction uncertainty has several
sources:

Possible model error: 
● Choose load levels close to the service

loads.
● Refine the model if necessary

(spectrum loads, mean value
correction, calssification)

Material scatter 
● Use a representative sample for the

test

Statistical uncertainty
● Design the test to maximize the

information.
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Statistical uncertainty I

represents uncertainty in :

slope constant material scatter

sample
standard
deviation

>22 2.0

16-22 2.1

12-15 2.2

10-11 2.3

8-9 2.4

7 2.6

6 2.8

5 3.2

4 4.3

3 12.7

n t n−2
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Statistical uncertainty II

Best precision with:

● A large number of tests
● Mean load at service

nominal load
● Large spread in load

levels

1e+05 2e+05 5e+05 1e+06 2e+06

1
5

0
2

0
0

2
5

0

slope constant

sample
standard
deviation material scatter
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Experimental design for Wöhler curve, summary I

Which load levels?

• Choose mean level corresponding to
service loads (minimize model error)

• Large spread in load levels (minimize
statistical uncertainty)

Hur many load levels?

Two levels is ideal for minimizing
statistical uncertainty

How many tests?

Around ten is often sufficient.

…but

Often close to the fatigue limit with time
consuming tests and information poor survivors.

The linear approximation should be
checked.

The model validity may be violated at low
and high levels.

Ten tests should give only about 12%
less precision than twenty
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Possible model errors can be diminished

● By using a model that includes additional information such as the mean
level (the R value) or quality class, but it demands more tests.

● by making tests at variable amplitude

Statistical uncertainty can be diminished

● if former knowledge about parameters can be used.

Experimental design for Wöhler curve, summary II
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Estimate differences in fatigue properties

When estimating differences between materials, designs or suppliers it is often
advantageous to assume that the different types have some properties in
common. 
We will look at an example when slope and spread are assumed to be the
same for two designs, while the constants in the Wöhler curves may differ. 
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A design comparison

In an article in International Journal of
Fatigue 2012, results from studies of a
welded construction were reported.

One of the purposes of the investigation
was to find if a new innovative geometry
design could improve the fatigue
properties.

Specimes were manufactued to make it
possible to have many repetitions.
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A mathematical formulation

The extension for the case of two types can be
written:

The simple Wöhler line in log scale is

where the constant         is replaced by a varying constant          ,
here depending on the design. 

This extended model is based on the assumption that the slopes
and the variances are the same for the two designs.

Advantages of this formulation are
1. the estimates of slope and variance will be more precise
2. the one dimensional comparison is more clear.

The survivors are
here approximated
as failures to
simplify the
calculations
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Check the desired assumtions

Is it reasonable to assume that slope and variance are in
common for the two designs?
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Spread sheet calculations

All calculations can be done in a spread sheet, here I will  use
the open office spread sheet.

For the cbj results we have:
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Spread sheet calculations, linear regression

We use the function:

(linjär.estimering in swedish)

LINEST(yvalues; xvalues; allow_const; stats)

and obtain the result:

estimates

F statistic and number of degrees of freedom

standard errors
R squared and estimated standard deviation
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Can the slopes be assumed to be the same?

If we analyse each design
separately we obtain:

A confidence interval for the slope difference

cbj

mbj

β̂cbj=5.56

β̂mbj=5.41

stderr mbj=0.49

stderr cbj=1.05

±√t0.975,10
2 ⋅0.492+t0.975,15

2 ⋅1.052=

βcbj−βmbj=5.56−5.41±

=0.15±√2.222⋅0.492+2.132⋅1.052=

=0.15±2.49

cbj mbj

The interval covers zero: 
No significant difference

Demo 1
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A model for the possible improvement

Assuming that the slope and the variance are the same
we now use the two type model:

lnN i=ln γcbj+ln δ γmbj−β⋅Δ S i+εi ,

ln δγmbjwhere              is the improvement with the modified
geometry.

In the spread sheet this model is obtained by introducing
a new variable which is zero for cbj and unity for mbj
types.

lnN i=ln γcbj+ln δ γmbj⋅1−β⋅ΔS i+εi ,

lnN i=ln γcbj+ln δγmbj⋅0−β⋅Δ S i+εi ,

for mbj types.

for cbj types.
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Spread sheet calculations for the combined model

lnN i=ln γ+ln δγmbj−β⋅ΔS i+εi ,

The improvement is estimated
to 1.12 in log scale (a factor of
three) and its uncertainty
(standard error) is 0.31.

Is the improvement
significant?
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Significant improvement?

estimates
standard errors

ln δ γmbj=1.12±t 0.975,26⋅0.31=

lnN i=ln γ+ln δγmbj−β⋅ΔS i+εi ,

The confidence interval does not cover zero: 

The improvement is significant and is with 95%
confidence within the factor interval:

=1.12±2.06⋅0.31=1.12±0.65

exp (1.12±0.65)=[1.6 ;5.9]

Demo 2

0 1.120.47 1.77
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Summary

We have showed how the linear
regression methodology can be used
to find estimates of quality differences
in fatigue properties.

The methodology can also be used to
include effects like stress ratio,
temperature, supplier, weld quality or
material.

The logarithmic scale makes fatigue life to
an approximately linear function of load,
and possibly also of other influencial
variables.

lnN ijk=ln γk+w j+c⋅R−β⋅ΔS+…+εi

Beehive!

Discuss with your neighbor:

How much variables should
be included?
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5
Model complexity
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Model complexity from a statistical perspective

●  Why is the Wöhler curve the main tool in engineering
fatigue design 2017?

●   Is it because of ignorance of scientific results since 1860
or is this model optimal with respect to available
knowledge?

Outline
●   Demo: Optimal complexity in a simple curve fitting

problem
●   Math: Statistical modeling of the complexity problem
●   A tool: The Breiman/Friedman complexity index.
●   Applications: physics, fatigue.
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Example: Ten observations are f it to polynomials of 
different degrees.

The estimated polynomials are viewed along with their 
prediction intervals (95 %).

Complexity, what polynomial degree should be chosen?
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Increasing complexity (higher degree) gives better f it 
and initially also narrower prediction interval.

what polynomial degree should be chosen?
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The f it becomes even better, but prediction ability does not.

what polynomial degree should be chosen?
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Further increase of complexity gives clear indications of f itting to 
randomness.

what polynomial degree should be chosen?
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A statistical model of a straight line

Straight line f itting gives the following model:

where
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Mathematical description of the line

A 95% prediction interval at model usage is:

The model parameters are estimated by least squares from n  
experiments, giving:

andβ̂0,β̂1
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Prediction interval

Prediction interval (95%)

Conf idence interval (95%)
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• the t factor: 

• more observations

• (less coverage)

The prediction interval 
can be reduced by ...

• the root expression: 

• more observations

• predict close to the average of 
reference values

• optimal test plan

How can prediction uncertainty be reduced ?

The straight line case
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• the t factor: 

• more observations

• (less coverage)

• less parameters

The prediction 
interval for arbitrary p 
can be reduced by...

• The square root expression: 

• more observations

• predict close to the average of th 
reference values

• optimal test plan

• less parameters

What complexity should be chosen?

• The standard deviation for the errors: 

• chosing a better model with more 
parameters

The polynomial case
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The Breiman/Friedman index

To f ind optimal complexity the inf luence of the number of parameters need to 
be balanced. 

One way to achieve this is by minimizing the expected prediction variance, 
for instance by choosing model parameters that minimize the  
Breiman/Friedman index:

The f irst factor decreases with more parameters, the second factor increases
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Breiman index for the demo polynomials
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Breiman index for the demo polynomials
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The search for optimal complexity can be applied to a general physical model 
where the variable of interest is a function a number of variables. 

A linear such model can be written:

Generalisation to physical models

Here, the main interest is not to f ind the optimal degree of polynomial, but 
rather to f ind which variables that should be included. 
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Any practical model can be seen as a partition of variables in categories:

included in the 
model

neglected

not measurable

Model complexity and randomness 
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For instance, in high cycle fatigue problems the  logarithm of life can be 
written:

Classical Wöhler curve (Basquin model)

Initial f law size, grain features and residual 
stresses are not measurable

ln N=β1−β2⋅lnΔ S+…

β3⋅f 3(ω)+β4⋅ f 4(R)+β5⋅ f 5(T )+…

β6⋅f 6(a0)+β7⋅ f 7(G s)+β8⋅f 8(Gc)+β9⋅f 9(S res)+…

∑
k=10

∞

βk⋅ f k (X k )

Model complexity and randomness 

Other inf luences are not even identif ied
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Each emprical model is uncertain because of, at one hand, deliberate and 
undeliberate model approximations, and at the other, measurement errors.

When the empirical model is used for prediction it will contain prediction uncertainties 
due to

1) new model and measurement errors,

2) uncertainty in the estiamted parameters, and

3) uncertainty about the input variables.

The two f irst sources may be modelled mathematically and an optimal complexity 
be chosen, dependent on the number of reference observations and random 
variation around the model.

The third source must also be considered for optimal prediction modelling.

Some conclusions
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●  Why is the Wöhler curve the main tool in engineering
fatigue design 2017?

●   Is it because of ignorance of scientific results since 1860
or is this model optimal with respect to available
knowledge?

Beehive!

Discuss with your
neighbor:
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6
A linear model for crack growth 
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ln N=−ln C−m⋅lnΔ S+ln ( a0
1−m/2−aC

1−m/2

m/2−1 )
By integrating this equation from 
initial crack length to critical length 
and taking logs one obtains

Crack growth as a linear model

da
dN
=C '⋅ΔK m=C⋅ΔS m⋅am/2Crack growth is often modelled by 

Paris' law, a differential equation:

ln N≈−lnC−m⋅lnΔ S+ln ( a0
1−m/2

m/2−1 )
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ln N=β1+β2⋅ln ΔS+β3⋅ln a0+ϵ ,

ln N≈−ln C−m⋅lnΔ S+ln ( a0
1−m/2

m/2−1 )=
−ln C−m⋅lnΔ S−ln (m/2−1)+(1−m/2)⋅ln a0

lnΔ S ln a0

Crack growth as a linear model
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An investigation of initial f law size inf luence

ln N=β11+β21⋅lnΔS+β3⋅ln a0+ϵ

ln N=β12+β22⋅ln ΔS+ε
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For the well def ined initial 
cracks we obtained the 
following estimates of the 
error standard deviations:

sε=0.48, sϵ=0.34

For the vaguely def ined 
initial cracks we obtained the 
following estimates of the 
error standard deviations:

sε=1.20, sϵ=1.06

Breiman index: 0.24 and 0.12 
  (n=43)

Breiman index: 1.46  and 
1.15   ( n=114)

An investigation of initial f law size inf luence

ln N=β11+β21⋅lnΔS+β3⋅ln a0+ϵ

ln N=β12+β22⋅lnΔS+ε

The Breiman index
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The large number of experiments in 
this case (43 and 114) makes the 
second factor in the Breiman/Friedman 
index less sensitive to the number of 
parameters, and the more complex 
model was found optimal in both 
cases. 

We can also see that knowlegde about 
the initial crack size gives a 
considerable reduction in the error 
when it is well known (30%), but less  
reduction (12%) when it is more  
vaguely known.

An investigation of initial f law size inf luence

The Breiman index

In a design situation, knowledge 
about the initial crack size may 
possibly be obtained by non-
destructive inspection,which is 
even less precise than the 
situations we investigated. 

Beehive!

Could non-destructive 
inspection be precise enough 
to motivate the more complex 
model?
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The maximum-likelihood method
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The maximum-likelihood principle, background

Curve fitting is usually
done by least squares, i.e
by minimizing the squared
errors in observations.

There is a statistical theory
that can be used as a
replacement for the least
squares method. 

It can handle some
situations when errors are
unknown and it can be
used to generally find
confidence intervals.
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The maximum-likelihood principle

Assume that the errors are normally
distributed, then the observed lives
are also normally distributed with
expectation according to the model
and a certain variance: 

The maximum-likelihood
principle: 

Maximize the probability for
the observations

ln N=lnα−β lnΔ S+δ

We know       , we have
observed     , and want to estimate
the parameters     and    . α

N
ΔS

β

lnN ∈N ( lnα−β lnΔS , τ2)

For a certain choice of parameters, the
likelihood for the actual observation is
calculated as the corresponding normal
distribution density.

Choosing the parameter set that
maximizes the sum of the log likelihoods
gives the solution.
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The maximum-likelihood principle vs least squares

The maximum-likelihood
principle: 

Maximize the probability for
the observations

In case of normally distributed errors, the
two methods give the same solution.

In some situations the use of the
maximum-likelihood method is
advantageous

The least squares:
Minimize the sum of squared

errors
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The maximum-likelihood advantages, I

In case we have survivors, we
have not observed the actual
life, the error is unknown and
cannot be included in the sum
of squares.

The likelihood for this event can be
calculated as the upper tail probability
and the observation can be included in
the maximum-likelihood analysis.

However, we know when the
experiment was stopped, we
know that, say

ln N i>ln (2⋅106 )
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The maximum-likelihood advantages, II

For linear models theory gives
us confidence intervals for the
parameter estimates, but not
for non-linear models.

For the interesting parameter,

1) choose a series of values in an interval
around the optimal value,

2) fix each value, optimize the other
parameters and register the actual log
likelihood.

3) A 95% confidence interval covers the
parameter values whose log likelihood
differ less than 1.92 from the optimal.

The maximum-likelihood theory
gives us a general method to
find such confidence intervals,
namely by profile likelihood.

1.92
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Maximum-likelihood tools

Maximum-likelihood estimates are
performed by non-linear
minimization tools.

Excellent such tools are found in
command programs like Matlab and
R, but can also be found in spread
sheet programs, using the tool
“solve” “problemlösaren”, “lösaren”,
…
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the SP Fatigue Design Tool

Include former knowledge in Wöhler curve estimate

In practice, we often know
something about the fatigue
properties beforehand. I will now
show how such knowledge can be
used to improve the precision in
parameter estimates. Namely, in the
case of knowledge about

1) the slope, and/or
2)  the scatter variance

The methods can be combined and
be used for continous updating in an
industrial routine.
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Knowledge about the slope 

The Wöhler slope is in practice
often fixed to a certain value,
for instance:

Such former knowledge is
important, but is not exact, there is
a certain uncertainty in the chosen
slope that should be considered.

I will here show how slope
knowledge can be included in the
analysis of test results.

  SNβ={358
welded
shot peened
polished {

Beehive!

How large would you
judge this uncertainty?
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The matrix formulation of linear regression

The usual regression machinery gives us estimates, confidence
and prediction intervals.

The linear regression problem can be seen as an overdetermined system of linear
equations and is often formulated in mathematical form as:

, where

observations variables parameters errors, assumed
independent from the
same population
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Add former knowledge

We have a certain knowledge about
the slope in the Wöhler curve:

We include this knowlegde by
adding an equation in the system of
linear equations:

But, the errors should be taken
from the same population!
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Weight the added equation to get equal error variance

We relate the uncertainty in the slope
to the material standard deviation.

The errors can thereby be regarded
as taken from the same population

  

The method can easily be implemeted in usual regression tools
and only demands knowledge about the nominal estimate and its
uncertainty related to the scatter variance.

The usual regression machinery gives us estimates, confidence
and prediction intervals.
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How much is gained by using the former knowledge?

A rough calculation:

The standard deviation for the logarithm of life is around 0.2-0.5.

The uncertainty about the slope is about +/- 0.5, corresonding to
the standard deviation 0.3.

The weight is thereby around unity and the inclusion of the
knowledge may save one test.

Conclusion:

For complicated component tests the method may be
useful, it will save around one fatigue test.

At routine, say annual, testing in industrial practice, the
uncertainty of the slope can be updated continously by the
method.

demo

file:///Users/thomas/Documents/Kurser/UTMIS%202017/2%20regression/typsep%20i%20kalkylblad%202.ods
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Former knowledge about scatter variance

The coefficient of variation around the Wöhler curve is an important property
for design. It is manifested in the prediction interval including s, t and a
square root sum:

Much can be gained with more knowledge about the
standard deviation.  We would like an estimate with
at least 20 degrees of freedom.
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Pooled standard deviation estimates

Often you can assume that the scatter is the same for similar
materials/components/weldments. 

You may estimate the Wöhler curve 

● for welding procedure 1 with 8 tests: 

● för welding procedure 2 with 8 tests :

● for welding procedure 3 with 4 tests :

and find the pooled standard deviation for the scatter:
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Compare individual and pooled standard deviations

Assume that we want to estimate a prediction interval for the third weld
procedure. Without using the knowledge from the other two we get: 

If we can assume that the error variance is the same as the two other
procedures, then we get, by including former knowledge: 

Using the former test results the preciction interval (and corresponding saftey
distance) is halved.

ln N pred
( sv) = l̂nα3−β̂3⋅ln ΔS±2.2⋅s sv⋅√ 2

4
+1
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Former knowledge by engineering experience

If results from tests with assumedly the same variance are not available but
still some knowledge is available, the same methodology can be used by
finding how many ”degrees of freedom” the former knowledge is ”worth”. The
following tabe can be used to make such judgements:

If the standard deviation is known by a nominal value and can be judged to
be max a certain value with 95% confidence, then the statistical Chi-squared
distribution gives the following approximate number of degrees of freedom: 

smax/snom degrees of
freedom

3 3

2.5 4

2 7

1.5 13

1.2 50

The nominal standard deviation is
pooled with the one estimated from the
actual test: 
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Summary, former knowledge

● Former knowledge about the
slope can be included in the
regression by adding an
information row

● Former knowledge about
variances can be included by
pooling.

The t-factor for a 95% interval

degrees of freedom
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The load/strength concept in fatigue design,
including variable amplitude load 

For reliability investigations it is
convinient to work with the
load/strength concept (also
denoted duty/capacity,
demand/capacity or
effect/strength).

For practical statistical
treatment the properties should
be one dimensional, the
Wöhler curve representation
need to be transformed to a
characteristic number:

the fatigue strength.

This number can be compared
to a corresponding number for
the load.

 

Load Strength
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Fatigue strength and load at constant amplitude

As a single number
characterizing the material or
component we use the fatigue
strength at two million cycles.

 
Fatigue 
strength

lnΔ S e ,i∈N (lnαe ,τ /β)

This distribution should be
compared with the expected
service load, which also is a
random variable due to
uncertainty in its value.
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Fatigue strength at variable amplitude

For variable amplitude loads
we use the Palmgren-Miner
hypothesis:

each load cycle causes a
damage that equals its
corresponding constant
amplitude damaging effect. 

 
using the common
Wöhler formulation:

 

D= 1
α∑

i=1

n

Δ S i
β=

N=2⋅106⋅(Δ S
αe )

−β= 1

2⋅106⋅αe
β∑

i=1

n

ΔS i
β

N=α (Δ S )−β

using the fatigue
strength
formulation:
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Rain Flow Counting gives damaging cycles

In case of service variable
load, the rain flow count is
used to extract the damaging
cycles.
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Fatigue strength and load at variable amplitude

Failure occurs according to the
Palmgren-Miner hypothesis when
the damage D equals unity.

This can be used to define a
stress range norm that is the
constant amplitude range that
gives the same damage as the
load spectrum.

∥ΔS∥β=( 1
M
∑
i=1

M

ΔS i
β)

1
β
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Fatigue strength at variable amplitude

From the test result we get, like
in in the constant amplitude
case, observations of the
fatigue strengths:

 

ΔS e , i=∥Δ S∥β , i( N f , i

2⋅106 )
1
β

CA case
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Fatigue 
strength

lnΔ S e ,i∈N ( lnαe ,τ /β)

Fatigue strength at variable amplitude
∥Δ

S
∥ β

,i

VA case

ΔS e , i=∥Δ S∥β , i( N f , i

2⋅106 )
1
β



Random fatigue strengths

A fatigue test results is seen as
random observations of the
population of fatigue strengths. 

Taking the logarithm of this
property gives us the random
variable for strength that is used
in the strength/load concept.

Strength=lnΔ S e

Fatigue 
strength

lnΔ S e∈N (lnαe , τ /β)
Strength

ΔS e , i=∥Δ S∥β , i( N f , i

2⋅106 )
1
β



Fatigue load at variable amplitude

The design load may be
measured from service during a
certain time and the property to be
compared to the strength is the
equivalent load:

Δ Leq=( K L

2⋅106∑
i=1

M L

Δ Lk
β)

1
β

where target and consumed are
measured as, for instance,
driven distance, service time or
elapsed cycles.

Strength

K L=
T d

T
= target

consumed

Load=lnΔ Leq

Thereby the fatigue strength is
compared to the service load
corresponding to the target life.
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A SN-curve is constructed from the experimental results and
is plotted in a log log diagram: Fatigue life against the load
norm.

An illustration of the strength/load concept
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A 95% prediction interval is added

An illustration of the strength/load concept
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The median strength for the life N0 defines the expected strength for the component,
mC

An illustration of the strength/load concept
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The prediction interval gives a lower limit for the strength and defines
its uncertainty 

An illustration of the strength/load concept
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Field measurements gives estimates of the expected load mD  

and its prediction uncertainty

An illustration of the strength/load concept
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The distance d between expected load and strength is a measure of
the reliability, the logarithm of a safety factor.

An illustration of the strength/load concept
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The illustrated strength/load concept is a powerful tool for reliability
assessments. However, in real applictions not only material and load scatter
need to be considered. Other uncertainties, such as 

 sampling deviations

 supplier variation

 fatigue model errors

 lack of equivalence lab/service

 structural model errors

also need to be considered. Using the VMEA methodology such
uncertainties can be statistically added to the scatter variation to find
proper safety factors.

 

Extension of the strength/load concept: VMEA
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Empirical determination of fatigue reduction factor for welded pipes

We want to investigate the relevance of the design recommendations in
the pressure vessle code ASME.

Austenitic stainless steel pipes, diameter 70 mm.
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Result

Fatigue reduction factor K:

ASME recommendation: 

FEM estimate: 

Empirial estimate: 

3.24

1.4

1.8

ASME does not use the loglinear
Wöhler curve, which makes the
problem non-linear. 

Including an asymtote in the
model gives the Langer model. 
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the Langer model

N=A (εa−C )−B

ln N=ln A−B ln (εa−C )+δ

Log transformation does not
make the model linear.
Parameter estimates must be
done by non-linear minimization.

The logarithmic statistical
corresponding model is:

The log transformation is still convinient to
make the errors additive and with
approximately constant variance for
uncertainty analyses.  

In order to estimate the fatigue
reduction factor, the Langer
model need an extra parameter.
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A completed Langer model

N=A (εa−C )−B

N=A (K⋅εa−C )−B

The fatigue reduction factor is
included:

Plain: 

Welded:

K=1

K=K f

From experiments on both plain
and welded specimens we can
estimate the four parameters in
this completed Langer model.

Beehive!

Discuss with your neighbor:
What about the alternative
model:

N=A (K⋅(εa−C ))−B
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Fatigue testing with variable amplitude

To find the empirical fatigue
reduction factor:

A number of specimens, plain
and welded, were tested in
bending with scaled Gaussian
spectra in displacement control.

Strains were measured by strain
gages, sampled and used for the
analyses.
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Equivalent amplitude

For variable amplitude we need
a Palmgren-Miner equivalent
measure to fulfil the Langer
model, a BC norm: ∥ε∥BC=( 1

n
∑
i=1

n

(εa ,i−C )B)
1
B+C

N=A⋅(∥ε∥BC−C )−B

The BC norm turns out to read:

where amplitudes are extracted
by the rain flow count method
and only amplitudes larger than
C are counted.
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Fatigue test results

Plain: 

Welded:

N=A (K⋅εa−C )−B

K=1

K=K f
The parameters were estimated
by the maximum-likelihood
method with the following result:

C
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Fatigue test results, residual study

The residuals look quite
random with respect to
both strain level and
welded/plain condition.

The chosen model
gives a fair description
of the difference in
conditions.

Residuals, Welded and Plain

N=A (K⋅εa−C )−B

s=0.39
The estimated standard
deviation of the errors is:
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Confidence interval for the asymptote

N=A (K⋅εa−C )−B

Plain: 

Welded:

K=1

K=K f

A 95% confidence interval for the
asymptote C (for plain specimens)  is

C∈[0 ; 0.14]

The asymptote is not significant!

Should the simple loglinear Wöhler model
be used instead?

C
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Modelling without asymptote

N=A (K⋅εa )
−B

Plain: 

Welded:

K=1

K=K f

The simple Wöhler curve appears to
also be a fair model.
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Fatigue test results without asymptote, residual study

These residuals also
look quite random
with respect to both
strain level and
welded/plain
condition.

Also this model gives
a fair description of
the difference in
conditions.

N=A (K⋅εa )
−B

Residuals without asymptote, Welded and Plain

s=0.42
The estimated standard
deviation of the errors is:
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N=A (K⋅εa )
−B

s=0.42

N=A (K⋅εa−C )−B

s=0.39 C∈[0 ; 0.14]

Beehive!

Discuss with your neighbor:
Which model should be used?
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Which model is optimal regarding prediction
uncertainty?

Plain: 

Welded:

The Breiman-Friedman index

0.422(1+ 3
23−3−1 )=0.20

0.392(1+ 4
23−4−1 )=0.19

The model including the
estimated asymptote has slightly
less prediction uncertainty and is
thereby optimal with respect to
prediction uncertainty.

s=0.42

s=0.39

Beehive!

What other aspects may be
considered for the choice of
model?
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Confidence interval for the estimated fatigue reduction factor

N=A (K⋅εa−C )−B

Plain: 

Welded:

K=1

K=K f

The estimated fatigue reduction
factor is 1.79 and a 95% confidence
interval (C=0.056) is

K f∈[1.65 ; 1.92]
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Comparisons of the estimated fatigue reduction factor

ASME
recommendation

FEM
solution

Empirical estimates
with and without 

asymtote

The experimental study shows that the ASME
recommendatin is highly conservative and that the
FEM solution is clearly non-conservative.

The choice between the two models does not
influence this conclusion.

The confidence intervals may in design be used to
find proper safety factors, for instance using the
VMEA method.
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Life assessment, overview

Waves
Current

Hs,Tp
v

Forces,
moments

hot spot 
stress

   life

standard
tools

Hydro-
dynami
c model

Structural
model

Life model

Wave or tide
energy
equipment

Material
properties

variation

possible
errors

Waves and current vary in
time, within and between

sites

The equipment varies in
geometry, quality

Material properties vary
within and between

batches and suppliers

Complex multidimen-
sional wave
movements are
approximated by two
numbers 

The equipment is
approximated by a
drawing

Possible model errors
in hydrodynamic,
structural and life
models

Possible equivalence
errors beteen
laboratory and service
conditions 
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VMEA uncertainty assessment

Waves,
Current

Hs,Tp
v

Forces,
moments

hot spot 
stress    life

standar
d tools

Hydro-
dynami
c
model

Structura
l model

Life model

Wave or tide
energy
equipment

Material
properties

Both possible errors and variation must be
taken into account when designing for life.

 The VMEA takes the expected calculated
life as the starting point.

The VMEA assigns a common uncertainty
metric to each error and variation source.

 The VMEA then calculates an overall
uncertainty for life which is used for the
determination of a proper safety factor

   nom. life  >  safety dist.+ target life
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Traditional safety approach

Waves
Current

Hs,Tp
v

Forces,
moments

hot spot 
stress

   life

standard
tools

Hydro-
dynamic
model

Structural
model

Life model

Wave or tide
energy
equipment

Material
properties

Common reliability approaches take height
for uncertainties in each step:

 Variation is handled by using statistical
safe quantiles or worst case scenarios

 Model errors are handled by
conservatism, choosing model variants
that exaggerate severity and weakness

This practice often results in
overdesigned products since it
is higly non-likely that the “worst
case” occurs at each uncertain
point. 

This may be compensated by
adjustments, but the
methodology lacks control over
the resulting reliability.
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Hydro-
dynamic
model

The VMEA idea

Waves,
Current

Hs,Tp
v

Forces,
moments

hot spot 
stress

   life

standard
tools Structural

model
Life model

Wave or tide
energy
equipment

Material
properties

The VMEA procedure is based on the assumption that all sources of variation
and possible errors can be regarded as independent random variables.

This means that the likelihood of combination of “worst cases” can be
controlled by statistical laws:

The overall uncertainty is calculated by adding the individual variance 
constributions:

The uncertainty metrics are combined by their sum of squares
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Hydro-
dynamic
model

Dialogue

Beehive! Discuss...

What are the most important reliability
issues in your products?

Examples of scatter sources?

Examples of possible error sources?

Waves
Current

Hs,Tp
v

Forces,
moments

hot spot 
stress

   life

standard
tools

Structural
model

Life model

Input
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By rules
global safety factors

By magic
probabilistic methods

By enlightened engineering 
summation of variances or

partial coefficients

Safety factors in design– 

by rules, by magic or by enlightened engineering?

γ Probability of failure< 1

106

ln (strength)>ln (load )+γ
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A schematic diagram for safety

Inner
defects friction

Assembly
mistakes

material

weld quality

geometry

pay load,
twist loadacceleration,

braking, road
roughness

wind and snow
load, earthquake,
misuse

Is the
strength
larger than
the load?

Strength
Load

>1?

 

scratches

usage

Signal factors

Control factors

Noise factors
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Model approximation

Model

Inner
defects friction

Assembly
mistakes

material

weld quality

geometry

usage

pay load,
twist loadacceleration,

braking, road
roughness

wind and snow
load, earthquake,
misuse

Is the
strength
larger than
the load?

Strength
Load

>1?

 

scratches
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Model approximation

Model

Model errors

Random
errors and
uncertainties

Inner
defects friction

Assembly
mistakes

material

weld quality

geometry

usage

pay load,
twist loadacceleration,

braking, road
roughness

wind and snow
load, earthquake,
misuse

Is the
strength
larger than
the load?

Strength
Load

>1?
Model Strength

Model Load
>S f ?

 

≈

≈

≈

≈

≈ ≈ ≈

scratches
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Model approximation

Model

Absent from
the drawing

Model errors

Random
errors and
uncertainties

Inner
defects friction

Assembly
mistakes

material

weld quality

geometry

usage

pay load,
twist loadacceleration,

braking, road
roughness

wind and snow
load, earthquake,
misuse

Is the
strength
larger than
the load?

Strength
Load

>1?
Model Strength

Model Load
>S f ?

 
Safety
factor≈

≈

≈

≈

≈ ≈ ≈

scratches
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Methods for finding a proper safety factor

Rules based on experience
Global safety factors

Probabilistic assessment

• Rigid
• Arbitrary

Partial coefficients (Eurocode)
• Characteristic values
• Design values based on partial safety

factors
• Design load < Design Strength

Full probabilistic
• Analytical solutions 
• Monte Carlo simulations

Second moment
approximations
• FORM
•               SORM
• VMEA

• Flexible
• Objective ?

probabilistic VMEA
with extra safety

• Still rigid, but
• open for new

knowledge and/or
calibration

• Model uncertainties?
• Usually subjective!
• Dependencies

•  Partly rigid
•  Robust to a certain extent
•  Correlations easily included

Deterministic Probabilistic

Compromises
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VMEA – a probabilistic tool for safety assessment

VMEA ln (estimated strength)>ln (estimated load )+γ

γ=γτ+γE

The safety distance is found by

1) second moment statistics  
completed with

2) engineering judgement 

load strength

γ

Model Strength
Model Load

>S f ? Take logs for additivity:
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VMEA – a probabilistic tool for safety assessment

VMEA

load strength

γτ+γE

What demands on your
products can be
formulated by means of
load/strength ?

ln (estimated strength)>ln (estimated load )+γτ+γE
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Estimate the statistical uncertainty

VMEA

ln (estimated strength)>ln (estimated load )+γτ+γE

We estimate the variance of the
difference between estimated
strength and load:

τ2 [ln ( Ŝ )−ln ( L̂)]≈…
τŜ

2+τ L̂
2+2⋅cov [ Ŝ ; L̂ ]=…

∑
i

ci
2⋅δi

2+∑
j

c j
2⋅δ j

2+covariances

The VMEA approach:
 
1) find all uncertainty sources
2) estimate the variances and covariances of the sources
3) estimate the sensitivity of the strength/load difference for each

uncertainty source 
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Find all uncertainty sources

VMEA

The VMEA approach:
 
1) find all uncertainty sources
2) estimate the variances and covariances of the sources
3) estimate the sensitivity of the strength/load difference for each

uncertainty source 

Brain storming and fish bone diagrams are helpful tools

[ ln ( Ŝ )−ln (L̂)]
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load/strength

Model,
CA/VA

Strength

fatigue
strength

prediction
error

representativity
of the source

Model, mean
value Equivalence

regarding lab
tests

usage
measurements

scatter

measurement
errors

equivalence
usage/

samples

extrapolation
error

Find all uncertainty sources

LoadModel,
external
load/stress
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Estimate the variance of the sources

VMEA

τ2 [ ln ( Ŝ )−ln ( L̂)]≈…
τ Ŝ

2+τ L̂
2+2⋅cov [ Ŝ ; L̂]=…

∑
i

ci
2⋅δi

2+∑
j

c j
2⋅δ j

2+covariances

The VMEA approach:
 
1) find all uncertainty sources
2) estimate the variances and covariances of the sources
3) estimate the sensitivity of the strength/load difference for each

uncertainty source 

A) Statistical standard deviation based on data

B) Model error uncertainty based on
experience

C) Bias error uncertainty based on
engineering judgement
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A) Statistical standard deviation based on data

s=√ 1
n−1

⋅∑
i

n

( xi− x̄ )2

Examples: The strength of a component has been tested in laboratory by n tests.
The specified strengths for components from n different suppliers are registered
The force has been measured n times in service
The mean force has been measured for n types of usages.

Control factors, signal factors and noise
factors may all be subjected to
variation.

If we have knowledge about variation
from repeated observations, then the
standard deviation can be calculated.
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A) Statistical standard deviation based on data

Control factors, signal factors and noise
factors may all be subjected to
variation.

If we have knowledge about variation
from repeated observations, then the
standard deviation can be calculated.

s=√ 1
n−1

⋅∑
i

n

( xi− x̄ )2

Examples: The strength of a component has been tested in laboratory by n tests.
The specified strengths for components from n different suppliers are registered
The force has been measured n times in service
The mean force has been measured for n types of usages.

Beehive!
What factors in your
practise can be
characterized by sample
standard deviations?
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A) Statistical standard deviation based on limited
data

s=√ 1
n−1

⋅∑
k

n

( xk− x̄ )2
In case the number of observations is less
than, say, twenty, then the standard deviation
estimate is uncertain. 

This is taken into account by using the t-
distribution:

δ '=
t0.975, n−1

1.96
⋅s

2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 16 29

13 4.3 3.2 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.0

6.5 2.2 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0

t 0.975, n−1

n

From the t-distribution:

t0.975, n−1

1.96

τ2 [ ln ( Ŝ )−ln ( L̂)]≈…
τ Ŝ

2+τ L̂
2+2⋅cov [ Ŝ ; L̂]=…

∑
i

ci
2⋅δi

2+∑
j

c j
2⋅δ j

2+covariances
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A) Prediction standard deviation

s x̄=
s

√n

When the estimated value is the mean value
of observations, then also this is uncertain
which is included by further extension of the
standard deviation:

δ=δ '⋅√1+1
n
=

t 0.975,n−1

1.96
⋅s⋅√1+1

n

τ2 [ ln ( Ŝ )−ln ( L̂)]≈…
τ Ŝ

2+τ L̂
2+2⋅cov [ Ŝ ; L̂]=…

∑
i

ci
2⋅δi

2+∑
j

c j
2⋅δ j

2+covariances

2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 16 37

7.9 2.5 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0
n

t0.975, n−1

1.96
⋅√1+1

n
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B) Model error uncertainty based on experience 

When the estimated value is a result of an
uncertain model assumption, then the
uncertainty may be estimated by
 

The standard deviation from several
alternative models

A standard deviation interpretation of a
judged interval

This is always the case
when strength is governed
by  degradation. 

Using several model choices in a certain software gives ”observations”
that can be used as a basis for a sample standard deviation.

Performing a round-robin calculation exercise among skilled engineers
is another way to get ”observations”

This is always the case
when strength is governed
by  degradation. 
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B) Model error uncertainty based on experience 

When the estimated value is a result of an
uncertain model assumption, then the
uncertainty may be estimated by
 

The standard deviation from several
alternative models

A standard deviation interpretation of a
judged interval

This is always the case
when strength is governed
by  degradation. 

Using several model choices in a certain software gives ”observations”
that can be used as a basis for a sample standard deviation.

Performing a round-robin calculation exercise among skilled engineers
is another way to get ”observations”

This is always the case
when strength is governed
by  degradation. 

Beehive

What type of models do
you use for degradation?

What is your judgement
about possible model
errors ?
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~ UTMIS ~ 
Utmattningsnätverket i

Sverige
www.utmis.org

Cast material

Simple geometry

Ten independent investigators answered
the question: What is the fatigue strength
of the component, i.e. the external load
that the component will withstand for two
million cycles.

Result:

About 25% variation - A measure of
typical model error in fatigue

A round-robin exercise on fatigue
strength assessment

A  subsequent laboratory test showed
that they all were conservative!

But, the calculated local stresses were
practically the same.
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B) Model error uncertainty based on experience 

When the estimated value is a result of an
uncertain model assumption, then the
uncertainty may be estimated by...
 

A judgement of  two limiting model
cases can be used together with the
assumption of a uniform statistical
distribution in between.  

δ=
∣xmax− xmin∣

2⋅√3
x

f(x)

xmin xmax

 
The standard deviation from several
alternative models
A standard deviation interpretation of
a judged interval
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Example: Model uncertainty for an air engine component

Conclusion

Model uncertainty: 

Model for Plasticity

Principle: one model representing the least favourable case, and another
representing the most favourable case.

Two models represent extreme cases of models, and all other models predict
lives somewhere in between. 

The Neuber rule and elastic calculation are limiting cases of models.

life

N1 N2

Uniform distribution

Neuber Elastic
Standard deviation of 

Uniform distribution

δ=
∣lnN 1−lnN 2∣

√12

δ=
∣ln 21−ln 1.77∣

√12
=0.72

where the numerical values comes from a certain application
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C) Bias error uncertainty based on engineering
judgement 

When calculating the mean value and the stan-
dard deviation of an influencing factor we use a
certain ”population”.

However, the true future population may be
different and our estimates are biassed.

A judgement of possible bias in the mean
estimates may be taken into account by using
the uniform distribution:

δ=
∣̄xmax− x̄min∣

2⋅√3

Tests have been performed
on a certain batch from a
certain supplier.

Measurements have been
performed during specified
usages.

A model error population is
based on limited knowledge.

Practical restrictions makes it
difficult to take random
samples. 

A judgement of larger variation than observed
may be assessed direct as a standard deviation: 

δ=δ̂
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C) Bias error uncertainty based on engineering
judgement 

When calculating the mean value and the stan-
dard deviation of an influencing factor we use a
certain ”population”.

However, the true future population may be
different and our estimates are biassed.

A judgement of possible bias in the mean
estimates may be taken into account by using
the uniform distribution:

δ=
∣̄xmax− x̄min∣

2⋅√3

Tests have been performed
on a certain batch from a
certain supplier.

Measurements have been
performed during specified
usages.

A model error population is
based on limited knowledge.

Practical restrictions makes it
difficult to take random
samples. 

A judgement of larger variation than observed
may be assessed direct as a standard deviation: 

δ=δ̂

Beehive!
How well can you
estimate the service load
in your products?
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Covariances

VMEA

ln (estimated strength)>ln (estimated load )+γ

We estimate the variance of the
difference between estimated
strength and load:

τ2 [ ln ( Ŝ )−ln ( L̂)]≈…
τ Ŝ

2+τ L̂
2+2⋅cov [ Ŝ ; L̂]=…

∑
i

ci
2⋅δi

2+∑
j

c j
2⋅δ j

2+covariances

Influencing factors may be dependent, i.e. their variations may follow each
other. Our method to include such dependence is to estimate the
covariances between the factors.

Estimating covariances are often difficult tasks. Two possibilities:

(1)  Judge the correlation and calculate the covariance.
(2)  Find the underlying factor that causes the dependence and include

that in the anlaysis.
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Sensitivity coefficients

c i=
∣D̂ (mi±2⋅si )−D̂ (mi )∣

2⋅si

VMEA

ln (estimated strength)>ln (estimated load )+γ

We estimate the variance of the
difference between estimated
strength and load:

D̂=ln ( Ŝ )−ln (L̂ )

mi=nominal value of xi

si=standard deviation of xi

τ2 [ ln ( Ŝ )−ln ( L̂)]≈…
τ Ŝ

2+τ L̂
2+2⋅cov [ Ŝ ; L̂]=…

∑
i

ci
2⋅δi

2+∑
j

c j
2⋅δ j

2+covariances

Sensitivity coefficients are usually found from a sensitivity analysis: Study the
response of each factor influence in two points, keeping the other factors at
their nominal values:

The response can be studied either
numerically or experimentally

±2⋅si : sign giving the worst case
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Estimate the total statistical uncertainty

VMEA

ln (estimated strength)>ln (estimated load )+γτ+γE

τ2 [ ln ( Ŝ )−ln ( L̂)]≈…
τ Ŝ

2+τ L̂
2+2⋅cov [ Ŝ ; L̂]=…

∑
i

ci
2⋅δi

2+∑
j

c j
2⋅δ j

2+covariances

The VMEA approach:
 
1) find all uncertainty sources
2) estimate the variances and covariances of

the sources
3) estimate the sensitivity of the strength/load

difference for each uncertainty source 

δi
2 ci

2

have been found, then they can 

A) be compared to find the critical contributions, and

B) be combined to find an overall statistical uncertainty

C) be completed with extra safety to find an overall safety factor. 

and sensitivity coefficientsWhen all uncertainty contributions
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Identify possibilities for improvements

When each source of uncertainty has been
analyzed with respect to variance and
sensitivity, then the the largest contributions
can be found.

Large uncertainty contributions that origins
from lack of knowledge should be identified
and possibly be diminished by further tests,
measurements and/or investigations.

Large variation contributions should be
considered with respect to quality
improvements or possibilities of classification.

 

δ1
2⋅c1

2

δ3
2⋅c3

2

δ5
2⋅c5

2

δ2
2⋅c2

2

δ4
2⋅c4

2

...
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Identify possibilities for improvements

Scatter sources that cannot
be diminished put a limit to
what efforts that should be
made to reduce uncertainties
due to lack of knowledge. 

δ1
2⋅c1

2
δ2

2⋅c2
2

δ3
2⋅c3

2

δ4
2⋅c4

2

δ5
2⋅c5

2

When enough efforts have been made for reducing uncertainties,
due to restrictions from practice, economy and time, then the total
uncertainty is calculated for obtaining a resonable safety distance.
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Statistical safety distance

Recalling the central limit theorem from statistics, it
is reasonable to believe that the uncertainty in the
estimated log distance between strength and load
is normally distributed in its central parts.

Based on such an assumption we
assign a statistical safety distance 
corresponding to 95% probability of
survival:

Statistical safety distance : γτ=1.64⋅τ
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Statistical safety distance

Statistical safety distance :γ τ=1.64⋅τ ,

1.64⋅τ

where    is the estimated total
uncertainty of the distance between
strength and load in log scale.

τ
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Deterministic safety distance

γ τ=1.64⋅τ

We add an extra safety distance for
the uncertainty of the tail in the
load/strength distance distribution

γE

γE

Is determined from
consequence or economic 
considerations
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Deterministic safety distance

γE Is determined from
consequence or economic 
considerations

JCSS, Probabilistic Model Code: Part 1 - Basis of Design, Joint Committee of Structural Safety, Editor. 2001.

The Joint Committee for Structural Safety proposes a
matrix for different demands, which here is filled with
proposed extra safety distances.

0.32

0.350.320.26

0.260.21

0.35 0.38

0.18
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Deterministic safety distance

γE Is determined from
consequence or economic 
considerations

The correspondig extra safety factors are:

1.38

1.411.381.29

1.291.23

1.41 1.47

1.2
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Safety distance/Safety factor

The the additivity of variances and the advantage of using the
normal distribution forced us to work with logarithms.

When interpreting the final result it is often more convinient to
transform back.

Safety distances then become factors:

ln (estimated strength)>ln (estimated load )+γ

estimated strength>exp(γ)⋅(estimated load )

ln (estimated strength)>ln (estimated load )+γτ+γE

estimated strength>exp(γτ)⋅exp (γE)⋅(estimated load )
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Summary – why VMEA?

Uncertainties, such as variation, lack
of knowledge and possible model
errors must be taken into account in
design for reliability.

The influence of uncertainty may be
reduced by construction: Robust
Design.

Remaining uncertainties must be
handled by safety factors.  

Fixed safety factors based on tradition limits space for improvements

Complex probabilistic modelling tends to rely on subjective choices.

Second moment statistics takes advantage of statistical theory with a minimum of
steering assumptions. Extra safety driven by consequence analysis must be added by
engineering judgement
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Summary, VMEA evaluation

estimated strength>

All uncertainty causes are identified

Each cause is specified by two numbers: 
its standard deviation and 
its sensitivity

The dominating sources are identified and
are subjects to improvements

The final set of uncertainty sources are
combined to a proper statistical safety
factor

An additional safety factor is used to cover
a proper amount of rare events.

exp (γ τ)⋅exp(γE)⋅(estimated load )
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Discussion

Some issues to dicuss:

Random variation vs systematic errors

Variation vs Uncertainty

Linearity, log scale

Second moment limitations

VMEA

Beehive!
Discuss advantages and drawbacks
in the presented methodology
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Three stages of VMEA

VMEA

Basic VMEA A pure extension of FMEA to
include the sources of uncertainty
but still only qualitative results

Enhanced VMEA Quantifies uncertainties in statistical
terms making it possible to find an
approximate safety factor. 

Probabilistic VMEA A refined analysis, where
dominating sources are subjects to
more detailed probabilistic
investigations.

δ1
2⋅c1

2

δ2
2⋅c2

2

...

τ1
2

τ2
2

...
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The probabilistic approach is not robust with respect 
to the choice of distribution type 

Observations from
strength and load are fit
to different distribution
types.

The interaction of the
two tails is highly
dependent on the
subjective choice of
distribution type!
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The probabilistic approach is not robust with respect 
to the choice of distribution type 

Calculated probability of
failure based on the
different estimated
distributions:

1) lognormal 0.0055, 

2) normal, 0.0000056

3) two parameter
Weibull 1, 0.06, 

4) two parameter
Weibull 2, 0.00001,

5) three parameter
Weibull, 0. 
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The probabilistic approach  is not robust with respect 
to the choice of distribution type 
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Statistical uncertainty

A bootstrap analysis
assuming lognormal
distribution
demonstrates the
statistical uncertainty
when a limited number
of samples are available
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13
A wave energy device case study

Statistical aspects on fatigue testing, modelling and design
Thomas Svensson Ingenjörsstatistik
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VMEA case: fatigue strength for a piston rod

We study the fatigue strength of
a piston rod in a wave energy
converter. 

The piston rod is subjected to
both tensile and bending
induced stresses transforming
buoy movements to the the
mooring line.

The main engineering tools in
this application are 

1) a hydrodynamic numerical
tool, 

2) a finite element numerical
tool, and

3) a fatigue model.
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      Strength calculation, overview

Hs
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Waves         Hs/Tp

Relevance of Hf, Tp.
Measurement uncertainties
Statistical uncertainty
Possible sampling error
Site variation

Hs/Tp         Fx,Fz

Possible model errors
Initial conditions 
Marine growth
Data reduction bias

Fx, Fz       von Mises
stresses

Possible FEM-model errors

Uncertainty sources

von Mises stresses        fatigue strength

Relevance of von Mises stress
Fatigue scatter
Statistical uncertainty
Wöhler curve relevance
Corrosion adjustment error
Peripheral distr. correction error
Palmgren-Miner rule for damage
ackumulation

standard
tools

hydrodynamic
model

FEM
model

Wöhler curve
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An initial assessment, a basic VMEA

A meeting at the developers
office worked out a basic
VMEA.

The dominating uncertainties
were identified
 
1. Uncertainty in the design

(connection solution)
2.  Model error in hydrodynamic

model
3. Variation between sites
4. Influence of threads (stress

intensity factor)
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Next step, extend to enhanced VMEA

The Basic VMEA only gives a qualitative picture but no information of safety
limits. 

The Basic VMEA indicates which are the dominating uncertainty sources.
In order to find proper safety limits, these sources must be physically
quantified, which is the aim with the enhanced VMEA.

We lack detailed knowledge about all components in the life assessments, but
use a recent master thesis as a starting point. 

In the thesis, the fatigue life of the piston
rod has been studied.

The study is based on a preliminary
solution for the connection to the mooring
line. 

It is performed by using an in-house
program for the hydrodynamics and a
commercial Finite Element program for
both stress analysis and fatigue
calculations.
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An enhanced VMEA

Input Result

sca
tte

r

u
n

cert.Uncertainty components c t s Scatter Uncertainty Total
Strength
Scatter x 1.000 1.0 0.250 0.250
Fatigue strength specification x 3.000 1.0 0.120 0.360
Adjustment uncertainty CA/VA x 1.000 1.0 0.100 0.100
Mean value influence x 1.000 1.0 0.100 0.100
Total Strength uncertainty 0.250 0.387 0.461

Load
Model error in hydrodynamic model. x 3.000 1.0 0.087 0.261
Variation within sites x 3.000 1.0 0.012 0.036
Marine growth x 3.000 1.0 0.029 0.087
Variation between sites x 3.000 1.0 0.120 0.360
Simplification in the Finite Element Method x 3.000 1.0 0.029 0.087
Total Load uncertainty 0.362 0.289 0.463

Total uncertainty 0.440 0.483 0.653

Reliability Evaluation

Input Result Result (log-scale)
Median life (days) 640 Safety factor 0,88 Life 6,46
Target life (days) 730 Target life 6,59

Distance -0,13

Evaluation - Extra safely factor Variation safety factor 2,92 Variation dist. 1,07
Required extra safety factor 2 Extra safety factor 0,30 Extra dist. -1,20

Sensitivity
coefficient

t-correction
factor

standard
deviation

1. Define a target
function

2. List uncertainty
components

3. Quantify their
unceratinty by means
of standard deviations

4. Find their sensitivity to
the actual target
function

5. Evaluate a proper
safety factor
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         The actual target function

The target for this equipment is that the life
should exceed two years in service.

We then choose the target function ln (N nom)−ln (N target )

that for a reliable structure should fulfil 
ln (N nom)−ln (N target )>δS+δE

The extra safety distance       is
chosen to be 0.7 in this case (a factor
of 2)

The statistical safety distance       is
found by studying all possible
uncertainty sources in the life prediction.

δSδE
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  Find a relevant Wöhler curve

Two hot spots are identified. At both these
locations the component is threaded, which is 
not modelled in the FEM solution.

In order to adjust for that, we have used
experimental results from threaded bolts
subjected to combined bending and tensile
stress. 

However, the material is different and therefore
the transformation from pure material to threads
is quite uncertain.
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The immediate calculated damage is probably
exaggerated because of an expected
circumferential distribution of stress.

Namely, the buoy may be assumed to rotate
randomly between the load cycles. This means
that at a certain circumferential point the severity
of a specific bending load cycle is only                 ,
i.e. the amplitude of the cycle is reduced by the
angle to the specific wave direction.   

Circumferential distribution

cosα⋅F a

Assuming now that the angle is random in time
and uniformly distributed, then the expected
severity of a specific load cycle is

1
π∫−π/2

π/2
cosα⋅F a d α=0.64 F a

Since this is true for each load cycle, it means
that the whole spectrum of cycles should be
reduced by the factor 0.64 and the life be
elongated by approximately a factor 4.
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Quantify uncertainties and sensitivities 1

From the illustration of the
experimental result for threaded
fasteners the standard deviation for
the scatter can be estimated to 25%
in life.

This is a rough estimate rounded
upwards to account for uncertainty
and the t-correction factor is then
kept at unity.

The standard deviation is estimated
in percentage life which has a one-
to-one sensitivity to log life.
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Quantify uncertainties and sensitivities 2

The nominal fatigue strength has here been
estimated from another material than the
actual and has been adjusted with respect
to a few apparent differences. These
adjustments are assumed to introduce at
most 20% error in strength.

The strength is related to fatigue life through
the Wöhler curve with slope 3, which gives
the actual sensitivity coefficient.

0.2

√3
=0.12

N=α⋅Δσ−3

ln N=ln α−3⋅lnΔσ
∂ ln N
∂ lnΔσ

=−3
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Quantify uncertainties and sensitivities 3

Possible model error introduced by using the
Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage
accumulation law is judged to be 17% in life

Possible model error due to mean value
influence is also judged to be 17% in life

0.17

√3
=0.1

0.17

√3
=0.1
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Quantify uncertainties and sensitivities 4

The hydrodynamic model is not validated and is
assumed to contain errors up to 15% in output
force. 

Variation in wave forces between sites and
within site are estimated from experience to
20% and  2%, respectively, possible influence
from marine growth to at most 5% and errors
due to simplifications in the Finite Element
analysis to 5%.

All these estimates have been done with respect
to force giving the senstivity coefficient 3 from
the actual Wöhler curve.

0.15

√3
=0.087

0.20

√3
=0.12

0.05

√3
=0.029

0.02

√3
=0.012

0.05

√3
=0.029

N=α⋅Δσ−3
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Evaluate the reliability

The estimated nominal life is 640 days

The target life is two years, 730 days

The actual safety factor is:

The total uncertainty evaluation
demands a statistical safety distance,

which corresponds to the statistical
safety factor,

ln 640=6.46

640
730

=0.88

ln 730=6.59

1.64⋅0.653=1.07

e1.64⋅0.653=2.92

The actual
extra safety
factor is

0.88
2.92

=0.30
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Redesign! The analyzed preliminary
solution is not satifactory

Reduce uncertainties
• find a more relevant strength
specification

• measure in service for calibration of
the hydrodynamic model 

• refine the finite element analysis
• specify severities of a limited number
of sites.

    Next step for the actual design
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Statistical aspects on the Eurocode 

Statistical aspects on fatigue testing, modelling and design
Thomas Svensson Ingenjörsstatistik
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Statistical aspects of the Eurocode design methodology 

Outline

● The partial coefficient methodology

● Characteristic fatigue Strength in Eurocode

● Characteristic fatigue Strength from own tests

● Design strength

● Characteristic and Design Effect
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The partial coefficient methodology 

The Eurocode philosophy:

Use the code or statistics to find
characteristic properties.

Use safety factors, partial coefficients,
based on code or experience to find design
properties.

Strength distribution

Characteristic
strength based on
known variance

Design strength
based on the
partial coefficient
1.15

The first step, giving the characteristic properties, is usually
based on statistics

The second step, giving the design properties, is primarily
based on deterministic considerations.

0
.0

0
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0
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0
.3
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o
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Characteristic
strength based on
variance estimated
from five
observations

Strength distribution, uncertain parameters

Design strength
based on the partial
coefficient 1.15

Strength distribution,large variance

Characteristic
strength based on
known variance

Design strength
based on the partial
coefficient 1.15

The safety distance defining the
characteristic strength depends on the
spread and the uncertainty in estimates

The extra safety distance defining the
design strength depends on engineering
experience.

The partial coefficient methodology 

Strength distribution

Characteristic
strength based on
known variance

Design strength
based on the
partial coefficient
1.15
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Characteristic fatigue strength

The characteristic fatigue strength can be found
for different welded structural elements in the
code catalogue.

These curves have been determined from various
fatigue test results under the assumption that
theWöhler slope equals three.
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Characteristic fatigue strength

What populations are behind these characteristic
curves?

How valild are these curves for a specific
application?

1E+03

1E+04

1E+05

1E+06

1E+07

1E+03 1E+04 1E+05 1E+06 1E+07

Figure 3 (EC3)

Figure 4 (EC3)

0° EC3

The Figure to the right is an example of
data used to define a code characteristic
strength. The data may represent both
good and bad quality in several respects.

The squares represent fatigue results for
a special set of data, apparently taken
from the stronger tail of the distribution.

If one can be certain that future
components are taken from this
stronger set, then a less conservative
limit could be used.

”Characteristic” life

O
bs

er
ve

d 
lif

e
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The Euro code offers a possibility to use specific test
results

When can we expect that a set is stronger? There may
be  different reasons, for instance

● the actual geometry is not well represented in the
code catalogue,

● the actual component can not be regarded as a
random sample from the population behind the
code curves,
● because of special post treatment,
● because of weld process improvements.
● because of high quality demands, or
● …

Using your own data, a more relevant
characteristic strength may be determned, but
the characteristic strength of the test results
must be determined in a way corresponding to
the Euro Code definition.
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Characteristic fatigue strength from own tests

is the median strength at two million cycles

is the coefficient of variation for the the load range at two million cycles

is a constant dependent of the number of fatigue test specimens 

Note that the values of the constant are strongly dependent on
the choice: 
Known or unknown coefficient of variation!

is the characteristic strength at two million cycles

Table D.1 – Values for k
n
 for 5% characteristic values

known

unknown
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The table corresponds to the 75% confidence level for 95% survival, but is
actually equal to the 95% prediction limit for survival:

If the COV is known:

If the COV is unknown:

Characteristic fatigue strength from own tests

This fact offers the possibility to use also intermediate amounts of
knowledge. 
There may, for instance, be some limited prior knowledge of the
coefficient of variation.

Table D.1 – Values for k
n
 for 5% characteristic values

known

unknown
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If the COV is partly
known:

Characteristic fatigue strength from own tests

Perhaps we have made tests on another component that can be
assumed to have the same coefficient of variation. In that case we can
calculate the pooled COV and use the formula above:

If the COV is known:

If the COV is unknown:

Vx partly
known, n2=n1

3,58 2,46 2,17 2,03 1,96 1,87 1,82 1,73 1,70 1,64

known

unknown
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Design strength

The design strength is defined as

What do these safety factors cover?

● The tail of the distribution below the 5% quantile?
● Model errors

● due to the Wöhler curve approximation?
● due to the fixed Wöhler exponent 3 ?
● caused by cumulative fatigue theory?

Strength
distribution

            is the partial coefficient for fatigue strength

Some codes define failure caused by
cumulative damage when the
Palmgren-Miner sum equals 0.5 .

This corresponds to a strength safety
factor 
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Characteristic and Design Effect (Load)

Once such an worst ”event” is defined
the usual rain flow count and
Palmgren-Miner rule methods are
recommended for comparison with the
strength.

Failure is defined when the Palmgren-
Miner sum equals unity.

The characteristic effect             is not
statistically defined in the Euro Code,
perhaps because of the diffculty to
identify a population of usages.

Instead the code recommends that an
upper bound of all service load events
should be used.

The design effect is, like the strength,
found by using an extra safety factor, an
effect partial coefficient

The code has no overall recommendations
of the value of the effect partial
coefficient, but apparently it should
include at least the possible model error
caused by the Palmgren-Miner
summation.

effect strength
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Summary

The Euro Code philosophy:

Use the code or statistics to find characteristic 
properties.

Use safety factors, partial coefficients,  based on
code or experience to find design properties.

Strength
distribution

Characteristic
strength based on
known variance

Design strength
based on the partial
coefficient 1.1

● Characteristic fatigue strength found in codes is based on an unknown
population and may be too conservative. This can be avoided by using
own test results.

● Design fatigue strength and actions are based on vague grounds and may
be un-conservative due to possible model errors. This can be avoided by
calculating partial coefficients based on own experience and a safety
index approach (VMEA).
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